
Name:  ____________________________    Spelling List C-6

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Mrs. Davern wore a beautiful white coat.        1.  __________________

2.  Ava has a smile that can light up an entire room! 2.  __________________

3.  James slipped a noat under his sister's bedroom door. 3.  __________________

4.  Would you like one pancake for breakfast, or two? 4.  __________________

5.  The skunk was black with a white strype on its back. 5.  __________________

6.  Eleanor tried not to confuze her vocabulary words. 6.  __________________

7.  A rose is a very lovely flower, but watch out for its thorns!    7.  __________________

8.  Mr. Albert has an old-fashioned gloab in his office.             8.  _________________

9.  An ice cube fell onto the floor when Eli poured water.  9.  _________________

10.  When is the school bus supposed to arive?           10.  _________________
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Name:  ____________________________

11.  Leo's parents told him to beaware of strangers.          11.  _________________

12.   The little candle flame flickered out. 12.  _________________

13.  Clara is starting to becomb a wonderful dancer.      13.  _________________

14.  I will need to sharpen the dull blade on my ice skate.  14.  _________________

15.  Demarco put the fork, knife, and spoon next to his plate. 15.  _________________

 Review Words 

16.  Even though I like desserts, I will not order one tonight.  16.  _________________
  

17.  If you were given the opshun to start over, would you? 17.  _________________

18.  Logan and Laura each got a lolypop at the fair.       18.  _________________

 Challenge Words 

19.  Cliff diving seems like an extreme adventure!             19.  _________________

20.  Aria always looks for a way to escaype doing the dishes. 20.  _________________
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ANSWER KEY
Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Mrs. Davern wore a beautiful  white  coat.        1.  CORRECT 

2.  Ava has a  smile  that can light up an entire room! 2.  CORRECT 

3.  James slipped a  noat  under his sister's bedroom door. 3.  note

4.   Would you like one  pancake  for breakfast, or two? 4.  CORRECT 

5.  The skunk was black with a white  strype  on its back. 5.  stripe

6.  Eleanor tried not to  confuze  her vocabulary words. 6.  confuse

7.  A  rose  is a very lovely flower, but watch out for its thorns!   7.  CORRECT 

8.  Mr. Albert has an old-fashioned  gloab  in his office.             8.  globe

9.  An ice  cube  fell onto the floor when Eli poured water.         9.  CORRECT 

10.  When is the school bus supposed to  arive?           10.  arrive
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Name:  ____________________________

11.  Leo's parents told him to  beaware  of strangers.        11.  beware 

12.   The candle  flame  flickered out.    12.  CORRECT 

13.  Clara is starting to  becomb  a wonderful dancer.     13.  become 

14.  I will need to sharpen the dull blade on my ice  skate.  14.  CORRECT 

15.  Demarco put the fork, knife, and spoon next to his   plate  . 15.  CORRECT 

 Review Words 

16.  Even  though  I like desserts, I will not order one tonight. 16.  CORRECT 
  

17.  If you were given the  opshun  to start over, would you?    17.  option

18.  Logan and Laura each got a  lolypop  at the fair.              18.  lollipop

 Challenge Words 

19.  Cliff diving seems like an  extreme  adventure!                   19.  CORRECT 

20.  Aria always looks for a way to  escaype  doing the dishes. 20.  escape
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